hey I'm NASA Kennedy's Wendy norburg
taking you inside KSC major components
of the rocket that will launch an
advanced weather satellite have arrived
the United Launch Alliance Atlas 5
booster and centaur upper stage were
delivered to Port Canaveral on Monday
not far from the Florida spaceport from
there they were transported to separate
facilities on Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station the Atlas 5 is slated to launch
March 1st
Karen Noah's geostationary operational
environmental satellite or goes at
management of the launch service or goes

F is the responsibility of NASA launch services program based at Kennedy

the crews of Apollo one shuttle

Challenger shuttle Columbia and others

who gave their lives in the pursuit of

space exploration were honored on NASA's Day of Remembrance the ceremony was held

at the astronauts Memorial Foundation at

Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex

members of the astronauts families

Shuttle astronaut Eileen Collins were

among those gathered to pay tribute to
the Fallen astronauts lives and contributions and remember spaceport magazine digs deeper inside KSC [Music]
you